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INTRODUCTION

Prolamins are the major storage proteins in most cereal seeds,
and as such are an important source of dietary protein for man
and his livestock. In addition the prolamins of wheat are the
major components of gluten, the properties of which determine
the quality of wheat flour for various technological processes

including breadmaking [1].
Gluten was one of the first proteins to be studied, by Beccari

in 1745 [2]. Subsequent work showed that it could be divided into
two fractions that were soluble or insoluble in aq. alcohol [3,4],
and that similar alcohol-soluble proteins were present in rye and
barley [5,6]. This laid the basis for the systematic studies of T. B.
Osborne, carried out around the turn ofthe century and described
in [7].
Osborne recognized that the alcohol-soluble proteins of cereal

seeds constituted a distinct group, and coined the name prolamin
to reflect their high contents of proline and amide nitrogen (now
known to be derived from glutamine). In wheat the prolamins
are called gliadins (based on the name originally proposed in
1819 [4]), while in other cereals they are given trivial names based
on their Latin generic names: zein of maize (Zea mays), hordein
of barley (Hordeum vulgare) and secalin of rye (Secale cereale).
The alcohol-insoluble fraction of wheat gluten is called glutenin
and the corresponding fractions from other species glutelins.
Although prolamins and glutelins were initially thought to be

distinct groups of proteins, we now know that many glutelin
proteins are closely related structurally to prolamins, but are not
soluble in aq. alcohols because they form high-Mr polymers
stabilized by inter-chain disulphide bonds. Because the individual
reduced subunits of the polymers are alcohol-soluble (they are in
fact often extracted in aq. alcohols in the presence of a reducing
agent) and rich in proline and glutamine they are now also
considered to be prolamins (see [1]).

Prolamins are deposited in discrete protein bodies in the
developing starchy endosperm, and have no known function
apart from storage. They generally account for about half of the
protein present in the mature grain, exceptions being oats and
rice in which smaller amounts of prolamins (about 10% of the
total protein) are accompanied by other storage proteins (see [8]).
Prolamin fractions also consist of many individual proteins,
which can usually be classified into a small number of groups or

families. Although all are soluble (as individual subunits) in aq.
alcohols, they vary considerably in their other properties, notably
Mr and pI values and amino acid compositions. For example, the
combined proportions of the two most characteristic amino
acids, glutamine and proline, range from about 30 to 70 mol %.
With the exception of rice, the major cereals fall into two

groups. The temperate cereals comprise barley, wheat, rye and
oats, and the tropical cereals maize, sorghum and millets. Only

the prolamins of wheat, barley and maize have been studied in
detail at the molecular and physicochemical levels, and we will
therefore focus on these. We will, however, also draw comparisons
with the prolamins of other species where appropriate.

THE PROLAMINS OF MAIZE AND RELATED SPECIES

Although only the zeins of maize have been studied in detail,
available evidence indicates that sorghum [9,10], pearl millet [10]
and Job's tears (Coix lachryma-jobi) [11] contain essentially
similar groups of prolamins. SDS/PAGE of a total zein prep-
aration extracted in the presence of a reducing agent shows
several groups of bands with Mr values of about 10000, 14000,
16000, 19000, 22000 and 28000 (Fig. la). Although the
classification and nomenclature of zeins have been a contentious
issue, the recent availability of complete amino acid sequences

enables us to classify them into four major groups, which differ
in their amino acid compositions (Table 1). Whereas all groups
are fairly rich in glutamine and proline and devoid of lysine and
tryptophan, they differ in their contents of other amino acids
such as methionine (high in ,- and y-zeins), cysteine and histidine
(both high in y-zeins). These groups will now be discussed in
turn, using the nomenclature of Esen [12].

i-Zeins
The a-zeins comprise the major bands of M, 19000 and 22000,

which can each be separated into a number of components by
isoelectric focusing (Fig. lb) or electrophoresis at low pH.
They together account for about 75-85% of the total zein
fraction [12], and consist of monomers and oligomers [13].
Although most of the oligomers are readily soluble in aq.
alcohols, some are only extracted as subunits after reduction of
disulphide bonds.
A number of complete amino acid sequences derived from

cloned cDNAs and genes [14-16] show that the Mr19000 and
Mr-22000 subclasses consist of about 210-220 and 240-245
residues respectively, with true molecular masses of about
23000-24000 and 26500-27000. They also show that the
members of these subclasses have a similar structure, which is
summarized in Fig. I(c). Unique domains of about 36-37 and 10

residues are present at the N- and C-termini respectively,
separated by a repetitive domain consisting of blocks of about
20 residues. These repeats are degenerate, and it is not possible
to recognize an unambiguous consensus motif (see Fig. c). They
are rich in leucine and alanine, accounting for the unusually high
proportions of these residues in the whole zeins (Table 1). The
complete amino acid sequences also show the presence of only
one (the Mr-22000 zeins) or two (the Mr-19000 zeins) cysteine
residues, which are always in the N-terminal domain.

In Fig. l(c) the size difference between the Mr-19000 and M,-
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Abbreviations used: i.e.f., isoelectric focusing, STM, scanning tunnelling microscopy; TNS, 2-p-toluidinylnaphthalene-6-sulphonate.
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Fig. 1. Structures of zeins of maize

(a) SDS/PAGE ofa reduced and pyridylethylated total zein fraction,
showing the a-, /1-, y- and 4-zeins. (b) Two-dimensional analysis
(i.e.f.-SDS/PAGE) of reduced and pyridylethylated ac-zein, showing
polymorphism, a-h indicate components that give clearly resolved
bands on one-dimensional i.e.f. (taken from [23]. (c) Summary of the
amino acid sequences of the Mr- 19000 and Mr-22000 a-zeins, based
on Argos et al. [17], except that the Mr-20000 group is shown as
having an additional repeat unit, rather than an insertion in the C-
terminal region. Polar residues in the consensus repeat sequence are
underlined. (d) The structural model for a-zeins proposed by Argos
et al. [17]. (i) Helical wheel representation of the consensus repeat
motif. (ii) A possible nine-helix protein with the axes orthogonal to
the plane of the Figure. The hydrogen-bonding polar residue
segments (shown as small circles) are numbered as in (i); 'up' and
'down' indicate directions of the anti-parallel helices. (iii) A model
for the arrangement of zein proteins within and between planes, with
hydrogen bonding between Gln residues in the turn regions between
helices. Taken-with permission from Argos et al. [17].

22000a-zeins is shown to result from the insertion of an addition
repeat unit at the C-terminal end of the repetitive domain of the
latter group, making a total of ten repeat units compared to nine
in the Mr419000 group. This interpretation is not accepted by
Argos and co-workers [17], who consider the insertion in the Mr-
22000 group to form a C-terminal turn region.
The secondary structure contents of purified a-zeins have not

been determined, but analyses by optical rotary dispersion and
circular dichroism of fractions enriched in a-zeins have shown
high contents ofa-helix (- 45-60%) and low contents of,8-sheet
when dissolved in aq. alcohols [17,18].

Despite the availability of extensive protein sequences, there
has only been one attempt to use this information to develop a
structural model for the a-zeins. This model of Argos et al. [17]
is based on the presence of nine homologous repeat units in the
Mr-49000 and Mr-22000 zeins (see above). They proposed that
each repeat unit forms an a-helix (Fig. ld, part i), the nine helices
being arranged in an anti-parallel ring stabilized by intramol-
ecular hydrogen bonding between polar residues on adjacent
helices (Fig. ld, part ii). Further polar residues on the helices
form intermolecular hydrogen bonds with other zein molecules
in the same plane, while the glutamine residues at the ends of the
repeat units form turn regions that could form hydrogen bonds
with zeins in adjacent planes (Fig. ld, part iii). This is an
attractive model as it allows regular packing of the molecules
within the protein bodies, but is supported by little experimental
evidence. The amount of a-helix is consistent with the higher
values determined by c.d. spectroscopy, but most of the putative
a-helices contain one or two residues of proline, which is
considered to be a helix breaker [19]. In addition, the protein
would be only slightly asymmetric, which is not consistent with
early physical studies of the conformations of zein fractions and
subfractions. These all indicated a more extended rod-shaped
conformation, with precise axial ratios varying from about 7: 1
to 25: 1 depending on the zein fraction and on the method used
[20-22].

Ii-Zein
This consists of the Mr-14000 and Mr-16 000 bands, which can

be separated into several individual polypeptides by i.e.f. [23]. It
accounts for about 10 15% of the total zein fraction [12], but is
only extractable in the presence of a reducing agent.
Two cDNAs and one gene encoding ,J-zeins of Mr about

15000 have been characterized [24,25]. The encoded proteins
consist of 160 residues with true Mr values of about 17 500, and
are rich in methionine (18 residues) and cysteine (7 residues). At
least some of the latter are presumably involved in interchain
disulphide bonds, resulting in the insolubility of the native
protein in aq. alcohols. They show no sequence similarity to the
a-zeins and, unusually for prolamins, do not contain repeated
sequences. It is not possible to recognize a distinct domain
structure on the basis of the sequences, but the methionine
residues are clustered, most notably between positions 121 and
132 (six methionines out of twelve residues).

C.d. studies of a purified f,-zein fraction showed little a-helix,
with most of the sequence being ,-sheet (calculated as 33% and
550 using two different deconvolution procedures) and
aperiodic structure (fl-turn and random coil) [24].

y-Zeins
y-Zeins consist of the Mr-28000 band, which has also been

called glutelin-2 [26] or reduced soluble protein [23]. The latter
name refers to the fact that it is only extracted in the presence of
a reducing agent, but is readily soluble in water when reduced. It
accounts for about 5-10% of total zein [12], and i.e.f. shows a
number of components with basic pl values [23].
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Table 1. Amino acid compositions (residues/mol) of total zein and individual zein proteins: a-zein (Mr 19000, M, 22000), II-zein (M, 15000), y-zein
(Mr 28000) and b-zein (Mr 10000)

Based on [24, 28, 31, 115, 116, 117].

a-Zein

Total Mr 19000 Mr 22000 fl-Zein y-Zein 8-Zein
zein (A30) (pZ22.1) (M, 15000) (Mr 28000) (Mr 10000)

Asp
AsnJ 3.9
Thr 3.2
Ser 5.9
Glu
Gln 20.7
Pro 13.0
Gly 3.8
Ala 11.3
Cys 1.9
Val 4.5
Met 1.9
Ile 2.9
Leu 15.3
Tyr 3.9
Phe 3.8
His 2.1
Lys 0.2
Arg 1.7
Trp nd.
Amino
acid residues
Absolute M,

0
10
S

15
1

41
23
5

29
2
5
0
9

43
8

13
2
0
2
0

213
23 329

0
12
8
16
1

50
22
4
34

1
15
5
8

44
8
9
3
0
2
0

242
26532

3
4
8
3

26
14
14
22
7
4
18

1
16
14
0
0
0
S
0

160
17279

0
0
9
8
2

30
51
13
10
15
15

1
4
19
4
2
16
0
5
0

204
21824

3

8
0
15
20
4
7
5
5

29
3

15
1
5
3
0
0
0

129
14431

Several cloned DNAs for y-zeins have been characterized
[26-29]. Most encode proteins of 204 residues with true M,
values of about 21800, and with a clear domain structure.
Unique N-terminal and C-terminal regions of 11 and 156 residues
respectively flank a repetitive domain consisting of eight
conserved hexapeptides with the sequence Pro-Pro-Pro-Val-His-
Leu. The hydrophilic nature of this domain may be responsible
for the solubility of the reduced protein in water. Prat et al. [26]
have recognized further regions within the C-terminal domain,
including a Pro-Xaa region (with proline at every second position)
between residues 70 and 91, and a cysteine-rich region between
residues 92 and 148. Prat et al. [29] also isolated a cDNA
encoding a y-type zein consisting of only 164 residues with a true
Mr of about 17 800. In contrast to the other y-zeins the
repetitive domain consisted of only two complete hexapeptides
and two truncated hexapeptides (of five and three residues).
Wu et al. [18] determined the secondary structure content of a

water-soluble zein fraction consisting predominantly of y-zein by
using o.r.d. and c.d. spectroscopy. They calculated the content of
a-helix as between 19 and 32% and of ,-sheet as between 11 and
34 %, depending on the procedure used. More detailed studies of
the repetitive domain were reported by Pons et al. [30], using 'H,
13C and combined '4C/'H chemical shift correlation two-
dimensional n.m.r. spectroscopy of a synthetic peptide (Boc Val-
His-Leu-Pro-Pro-Pro-OH). This was in a random coil all-trans
configuration when dissolved in 2H20 and dimethyl sulphoxide,
but adopted a poly(L-proline) 1I-like conformation in non-polar
solvents.

J-Zeins
The recently reported sequence of a gene encoding an Mr

10000 zein [31] shows that it is not closely related to any other
prolamin. It is therefore logical to call this component y-zein. It
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accounts for only a small proportion of the total zein fraction
and, like the f,- and y-zeins, is only extracted under reducing
conditions [12]. The protein consists of 129 residues, with a true
Mr of about 14400. It does not contain any repeated sequences
or have a clear-cut domain structure, but it is possible to
recognize a central region that contains 17 of the 29 methionine
residues, mostly as Met-Met doublets separated by two or three
other residues. The conformation of &-zein has not been studied.

Structural relationships of zeins
Comparison of the amino acid sequences of more than ten a-

zeins of the Mr-19000 and -22000 size classes shows between 60
and 97% homology [12]. There is not, however, any homology
with the other zein groups, or with prolamins from other species.
Similarly the Mr-10000 6-zeins appear to form a discrete group,
although their high content of methionine and solubility proper-
ties would suggest a relationship to the f8-zeins. The fl-zeins are,
in fact, related to the y-zeins, both belonging to the prolamin
superfamily defined by Kreis and coworkers [32,33]. These
relationships will be discussed in more detail after reviewing the
structures of the prolamins of temperate cereals.

THE PROLAMINS OF WHEAT, BARLEY AND RYE

The prolamin fractions of these three closely related species
consist of complex mixtures of components with Mr values by
SDS/PAGE ranging from about 30000 to 100000 (Fig. 2).
Despite this high level of polymorphism, the individual
components can be classified on the basis of their amino acid
compositions (Table 2) and sequences into only three groups
[34]: the sulphur-rich (S-rich), sulphur-poor (S-poor) and high-
molecular-weight (HMW) prolamins (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional (i.e.f.-SDS/PAGE) analyses of reduced and pyridylethylated total prolamin fractions from (a) wheat (cv. Chinese Spring), (b)
Barley (line P 12/1) and (c) rye (inbred line MPI 109)

One-dimensional SDS/PAGE separations are shown to the left of the two-dimensional separations. In wheat the HMW, S-poor and S-rich groups
correspond to HMW subunits of glutenin, wo-gliadins and a mixture of a-gliadins, y-gliadins and aggregated S-rich prolamins respectively. In barley
the HMW, S-poor and S-rich groups correspond to D hordein, C hordein and a mixture ofB hordein and y-hordein respectively. In rye the HMW,
S-poor and S-rich groups correspond to HMW secalins, w-gliadins and y-secalins (Mr-75000 and Mr-40000 groups) respectively (taken from [80],
[108] and [109]).

Table 2. Amino acid compositions (residues/mol) of individual HMW, S-poor and S-rich prolamins

Based on sequences in [43, 88, 93, 111, 112]. The data for C hordein are calculated on the basis of the Mr (52570) determined by sedimention
equilibrium ultracentrifugation, as described in [60]. Absolute Mr values are given for the other proteins. Abbreviation: n.d., not determined.

S-rich

HMW subunits S-poor Aggregated
y-Type ac-Type gluten B1

lDx5 IDylO C hordein gliadin gliadin protein hordein

Asp 4 4 2
Asn 0 0 4.4 4
Thr 24 24 4.4 7
Ser 47 42 20.2 17
Glu 15 17 3
Gln 299 206 180.9 93
Pro 109 69 134.3 45
Gly 166 113 1.3 8
Ala 25 23 3.1 7
Cys 5 7 0 8
Val 14 16 4.4 15
Met 2 3 0.9 6
Ile 4 4 11.4 14
Leu 36 24 15.8 17
Tyr 46 34 10.0 3
Phe 2 2 38.6 14
His 4 13 4.8 5
Lys 6 7 0.9 3
Arg 10 13 3.5 2
Trp 9 6 n.d. 3
Amino

acid
residues 827 627 439 276

Mr 88128 67476 52570 31629

7
4
14
5

92
38
7
9
6
13
2
13
22
9

11
6
1
5
1

266
30820

0
2
8

28
6

97
33
11
9
8
17
S
12
22
4

11
3

'1
6
2

285
32268

0
2
6
13
5

83
53
8
7
8
17
3
12
22
7

13
4
2
7
2

274
31444

THE HMW PROLAMINS

HMW subunits of wheat glutenin
The HMW subunits account for about 10% of gluten and

consist, in European bread wheats, ofthree, four or five individual
proteins [35]. Allelic variation in the number and properties of
these subunits (Fig. 3a) is associated with variation in
breadmaking quality [36,37], and this has provided a stimulus for
their study. They are classified into two types on the basis of their
Mr values and sequences (see below): x-types which migrate
more slowly on SDS/PAGE and have true Mr values of about
83 000-88 000, and y-types which migrate faster and have true M,

values of about 67000-74000 [38,40]. Their amino acid
compositions (Table 2) [39] are characterized by high contents of
glycine (14-19 mol %), glutamine (37-39 mol %) and proline
(12-14 mol%). Genes for seven different HMW subunits have
been isolated and the amino acid sequences of the encoded
proteins deduced [40-47]. The proteins vary in length from 627
to 827 residues, with true Mr values of 67500 to 88 128.

All of the HMW subunits have a clear domain structure, with
non-repetitive domains at the N-terminus (81-104 residues) and
C-terminus (42 residues) flanking a central repetitive domain
(Fig. 3b). The non-repetitive domains contain most or all of the
cysteine residues, with three (x-type) or five (y-type) in the N-

1990
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Fig. 3. HMW subunits of wbeat glutenin

(a) Polymorphism in the SDS/PAGE patterns ofHMW subunits in
total protein extracts of 10 cultivars ofbread wheat (taken from [40]).
(b) Schematic structures of typical x-type and y-typeHMW subunits.
The positions of cysteine residues are indicated by SH (based on
sequences reported in [43]). (c) Consensus repeat motifs of x-type
and y-type HMW subunits, showing the positions of predicted fi-
turns (taken from [40]). (d) STM ofHMW subunit 20 from T. durum
(pasta wheat) cv. Bidi 17 (taken from [53]). Left, Fourier-filtered
STM image (54.5 nm x 37.5 nm); right, higher magnification
(13.7 nm x 9.4 nm).

terminal domain and one in the C-terminal domain. Differences
in the N-terminal domain are due to substitutions and
insertions/deletions, the x-type subunits have an 18-residue
deletion which results in the loss of two cysteine residues. The C-
terminal domains differ only in substitutions.
The repetitive domains are based on three different motifs.

Hexapeptides (consensus Pro-Gly-Gln-Gly-Gln-Gln) and
nonapeptides (consensus Gly-Tyr-Tyr-Pro-Thr-Ser-Pro/Leu-
Gln-Gln) are present in both x- and y-type subunits and
tripeptides (consensus Gly-Gln-Gln) in x-type subunits only. The
hexapeptides often occur in tandem arrays, whereas the

tripeptides and nonapeptides always occur in an interspersed
fashion. Some subunits also have single cysteine residues towards
the C-terminal or N-terminal end of the repetitive domain (Fig.
3b). It has been suggested that the repetitive domains may have
evolved by a series of amplification and/or deletion events
involving single and multiple blocks of residues (see [40]), and
insertions and/or deletions of single residues or parts of blocks
are rare.

Structure prediction indicates that the N- and C-terminal
domains are predominantly a-helical, while the central repetitive
domains form regularly repeated f-turns [48,49]. Turns are
predicted to form both within repeat motifs and spanning the
junctions between them (Fig. 3c). Some of the predicted turns are
overlapping, but it is not known whether all form or only those
with the highest probabilities.

C.d. spectroscopy of a group of HMW prolamins [48] from
bread wheat and a single subunit from durum wheat [50] dissolved
in trifluoroethanol showed a-helical like spectra. Deconvolution
of the spectrum of the purified subunit gave about 30% a-helix,
which was consistent with the N- and C-terminal domains being
a-helically structured [50]. Little information on the confor-
mation of the repetitive domain was obtained by c.d. spec-
troscopy of the whole protein, but the presence of fl-turns was
confirmed by analysis of synthetic peptides. C.d. and i.r. spec-
troscopy of a peptide corresponding to the hexapeptide repeat
motif (Gly-Gln-Gln-Pro-Gly-Gln-Gly) indicated a type II ,-turn
[51]. Similar studies of two peptides corresponding to the
consensus sequence and a major variant sequence at the junctions
between hexapeptide and nonapeptide motifs (Gly-Gln-Pro/Gln-
Gly-Tyr-Tyr-Pro-Thr-Ser-Pro) also indicated the presence of f-
turns, but the type(s) could not be determined from the c.d.
spectra due to absorption resulting- from interaction of adjacent
tyrosine residues [51].
Hydrodynamic studies of the purified pasta wheat subunit

indicated that the molecule was rod-shaped [50], the dimensions
varying from about 49 nm x 1.8 nm in 50% aq. (v/v) propan-l-ol
(±0.01 M glycine as a counterion) to about 62 nm x 1.5 nm in
trifluoroethanol (both at 30 °C).
A structural model was proposed for the HMW subunits,

based on the spectroscopic and hydrodynamic studies [50]. This
suggested that the regularly repeated fl-turns in the central
domain formed a loose spiral, which gave a rod-shaped structure
to the whole protein. The only experimentally determined
structure of this type is the fl-spiral formed by a synthetic
polypeptide based on a pentapeptide repeat motif of elastin [52].
This consists of regularly organized fl-turns and has a diameter
of some 1.7-1.8 nm with about 13.5 residues per turn of the helix.
Assuming that it forms a spiral with similar dimensions to the fi-
spiral, the repetitive domain of the HMW subunit purified from
pasta wheat would be some 44 45 nm x 1.8 nm. This agrees well
with the dimensions calculated from the intrinsic viscosity of the
whole protein [50]. Direct evidence for the formation of such a
spiral is provided by recent scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM) studies of the pasta wheat subunit. STM of the protein
deposited from trifluoroethanol, and imaged without coating,
showed parallel rod-like structures with diagonal striations [53].
Fourier transformation gave a diffraction pattern which
suggested a high degree of order, and filtering some of the non-
periodic noise revealed a spiral structure with a diameter of
about 1.95 nm and a pitch of about 1.45 nm (Fig. 3d). The
lengths of the rods could not be determined as the N- and C-
terminal domains did not image clearly. It appears, therefore,
that the repetitive domains of the HMW subunits form a novel
supersecondary structure based on repeated fl-turns. Whether
this structure is involved in the elastic mechanism ofwheat gluten
is unknown.
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Wheat gluten has an unusual combination of two physical
properties: elasticity which is associated with the polymeric
glutenins, and viscous flow which is associated with the
monomeric gliadins. The poor breadmaking performance of
many European wheats results from low elasticity, and this is
correlated with allelic variation in the HMW subunits which are
present and in the amounts of high-Mr polymers that are
formed.
The HMW subunits are present in the seed in polymers

stabilized by interchain disulphide bonds. These polymers may
also contain S-rich prolamin subunits (see below), and have Mr
values ranging between about 1 x 106 to I x 101. In the HMW
subunits the cross-linking sites (cysteine residues) are pred-
ominantly in the N- and C-terminal domains, which would allow
the formation of head-to-tail polymers with some branching and
cross-linking. Some of the cysteine residues may also form
intrachain disulphide bonds, at least in the y-type subunits (N.
Bulleid & R. B. Freedman, personal communication). The pre-
cise number and distribution of the cross-links would be expected
to influence the elastic modulus of gluten, and differences of this
type could be responsible for allelic variation in breadmaking
quality. However, it has also been suggested that the spiral
structure formed by the repetitive domains is intrinsically elastic
[49], and that differences in the regularity of this structure are
present inHMW subunit proteins associated with good and poor
breadmaking quality [47].

HMW prolamins of barley and rye
The HMW prolamins of barley (D hordein) and rye (HMW

secalins) have not been characterized in detail, but available
evidence indicates that they are closely related to the HMW
subunits of wheat. Their amino acid compositions are rich in
glycine, glutamine and proline, [54,55], while their N-terminal
amino acid sequences show clear similarity to those of the HMW
subunits of wheat glutenin [56]. A close relationship is also
indicated by the cross-hybridization behaviour of cDNAs and
genes for HMW prolamins from the three species ([57]; P. R.
Shewry & A. S. Tatham, unpublished results). Preliminary c.d.
spectroscopy of aHMW secalin fraction gave spectra which were
almost identical to those of the HMW subunits of glutenin,
indicating a similar conformation [58].

S-POOR PROLAMINS

C hordein of barley
C hordein consists of between four and 15 individual

components, depending on the genotype (Fig. 4a) [59]. Their Mr
values by SDS/PAGE vary from about 55000 to 70000, but the
fractions which have been studied in detail (Fig. 4a, part a) have
major components with Mr values of about 52000-54000 (as
determined by sedimentation equilibrium ultracentrifugation [60]
and intrinsic viscosity measurements in 5.9 M-guanidinium chlor-
ide [61]). Partial amino acid sequences determined directly [62-64]
and deduced from cloned cDNAs [65,66] show unique N-terminal
and C-terminal domains of 12 andK 6 residues respectively,
flanking a repetitive domain calculated (from the Mr values)
as consisting of over 400 residues (Fig. 4b). This repetitive
domain consists mainly of octapeptides (consensus Pro-Gln-
Gln-Pro-Phe-Pro-Gln-Gln) with at least three related
pentapeptides (consensus Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Tyr) close to the N-
terminus. The consensus composition of the octapeptide motif (4
Gln, 3 Pro, 1 Phe) is similar to the proportions of these three
residues in the whole protein (about 40 mol % Gln, 30 mol %
Pro and 8-9 mol% Phe). Individual C hordein proteins contain
no cysteitee, 1 residue of methionine and 0-2 residues of lysine
per mol [63].
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Fig. 4. C hordein of barley

(a) Two-dimensional electrophoresis (i.e.f-SDS/PAGE) of C hor-
dein fractions from four cultivars of barley: a, cv. Sundance; b, cv.
Athos; c, cv. Keg; d, cv. Jupiter (taken from [59]). (b) Schematic
structure of a typical C hordein, based on the molecular mass and
partial amino acid sequences (see [111]). (c) The amino acid sequences
of the N-terminus and adjacent peptapeptide repeats (left) and of a
random chymotryptic peptide (right), showing the positions of
predicted f-turns (taken from [64]). (d) The intrinsic viscosity
determined for C hordein dissolved in a range of solvents and the
calculated axial ratios and molecular dimensions (taken from [61]).

Secondary structure predictions indicate /3-turns to be present
in the pentapeptide and octapepetide repeat regions (Fig. 4c)
[64]. Two overlapping turns are predicted in the octapeptide
region, within the repeat motifs and spanning the junctions
between adjacent motifis. C.d. spectra of C hordein dissolved in
70% (v/v) aq. ethanol at temperatures between 6 and 86 °C were
consistent with a structure rich in /3-turns [64], while solution and
solid-state n.m.r. showed a regular structure with the majority of
the resonances assignable to the major residues present in the
repeat motifs [67]. N.m.r. spectroscopy also showed that the
proline residues were in the trans conformation, which is con-
sistent with their presence in /3-turns [67].
More detailed information on the structure of the repetitive

domain has been given by analysis of a synthetic peptide
corresponding to the repeat motif (Gly-Gln-Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-
Phe-Pro-Gln-Gly) [68]. C.d. spectroscopy indicated type /111/38-
turns in trifluoroethanol at + 22 °C or in water at + 70 °C, but
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showed a random-coil like structure in water at + 22 'C.
Cryogenic c.d. studies in ethanediol/water (2: 1, v/v) or
methanol/glycerol (9: 1, v/v) indicated that the fl-turn structure
at higher temperatures was in equilibrium with a poly(L-proline)
II conformation at low temperatures. The position of the
equilibrium was also influenced by the solvent, the fl/I1 turn
structure being favoured in solvents of low dielectric constant.
On the basis of these observations it was suggested that the
random coil-like spectrum observed in water at room temperature
resulted from a mixture of the two conformational states rather
than true random coil.
Hydrodynamic measurements in 0.1 M-acetic acid and 70O%

(v/v) aq. ethanol (+0.01 M-NaCl) at temperatures between 15
and 50 'C showed a rod-like structure, with dimensions varying
from 36 nm x 1.7 nm to 26.5 nm x 2.0 nm [61] (Fig. 4d). The
molecule was more extended in trifluoroethanol, about
42.9 nm x 1.5 nm at 30 'C. It was suggested the repetitive domain
of C hordein formed a loose spiral structure, similar to that
discussed above for the HMW subunits of glutenin. Assuming
that C hordein consists of about 440 residues (calculated from
the Mr), a fl-spiral similar to that formed by the synthetic
polypentapeptide based on elastin [52] would result in a molecule
with dimensions of about 29.4 nm x 1.7 nm, which is consistent
with those determined experimentally.

S-poor prolamins of wheat and rye
A number of S-poor prolamins of wheat (w-gliadins) and rye

(w-secalins) have been characterized [69]. The o)-gliadins had Mr
values by SDS/PAGE of 44000-78000, and the w-secalins Mr
values of about 48000-53 000. In all cases glutamate + glutamine,
proline and phenylalanine together accounted for about
80 mol %, but the proportions of these residues varied. Whereas
the wi-secalins and the (-gliadins encoded by the A and D genomes
ofwheat had proportions ofglutamate + glutamine ( 40 mol %)
and proline (- 30 mol %) similar to those of C hordein, the w-
gliadins encoded by chromosome lB of wheat contained more
glutamate + glutamine (50 mol %) and less proline (20 mol %).
This must indicate a different repeat structure. Comparison of
the N-terminal amino acid sequences also showed some variation
(especially in the chromosome lB-encoded w-gliadins), but all
were clearly homologous [69].
The c.d. spectra of wo-gliadins and w-secalins in 700% (v/v)

ethanol are similar to those of C hordein, indicating that they
have similar ,-turn-rich structures [58,70]. The Fourier transform
i.r. spectra of w)-gliadins dissolved in 2H20 at pH 3 provide
further evidence for the presence of f-turns [71], with a strong
maximum at 1658 cm-1 attributed to f-turns and a weaker
maximum at 1623 cm-' to linear fl-structure. In addition,
Popineau & Pineau [72] have studied the gel filtration behaviour
and TNS binding of w-gliadins under a range of conditions of
concentration, pH and salt, and concluded that the
hydrodynamic volume is higher than would be expected for a
compact globular molecule.

S-RICH PROLAMINS

The S-rich prolamins are the quantitatively major group in
barley, wheat and rye, accounting for about 80% of the total
fraction. Most have Mr values between about 36000 and 44000
by SDS/PAGE, and consist of 250-300 residues. However, one
group of secalins of rye have higher Mr values, about 75000 by
SDS/PAGE [73] (see Fig. 2c). They all appear to have a similar
basic structure, with an N-terminal domain ofproline-rich repeats
and a C-terminal domain containing most, or all, of the cysteine
residues. In some cases a short unique N-terminal sequence also
precedes the repetitive domain. There is considerable diversity in

their detailed structures, and at least three distinct families can be
recognized (see [32] for details).

The y-type S-rich prolamins
These may correspond most closely to the ancestral type of S-

rich prolamin, as they are present in temperate meadow grasses
[74] as well as in wheat [75], barley [76,77] and rye [73]. Most are
monomers with intrachain disulphide bonds, but polymeric types
may also occur in all three species ([78-80]; P. R. Shewry &
A. S. Tatham, unpublished results for barley).
The amino acid sequence of a typical y-type gliadin is

summarized in Fig. 5. A unique N-terminal domain of 12
residues precedes a series of repeats based on the consensus motif
Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Phe-Pro-Gln. The proline-poor non-repetitive
domain contains all of the cysteine and most of the charged
residues.

C.d. spectroscopy of a y-gliadin fraction dissolved in 700%
(v/v) aq. ethanol showed a far-u.v. spectrum typical of a protein
rich in a-helix [70], and this was confirmed by similar analyses of
a purified single component [81]. Deconvolution of the c.d.
spectra indicated an a-helical content of some 30-35 % [81,82],
and structure prediction from available amino acid sequences
indicated that the a-helix was mainly present in the C-terminal
domain, while the N-terminal repetitive domain contained regu-
larly repeated fl-turns [58]. These predictions have been confirmed
by c.d. studies of purified peptides corresponding broadly to the
two domains [81]. The peptide corresponding to the proline-rich
repetitive domain behaved like the S-poor prolamin, C hordein
(see above). It showed a fl/Ill turn-rich structure at high
temperatures, which was in equilibrium with a poly(L-proline) II
structure at lower temperature. These two conformations were
probably present in equilibrium at room temperature, with the
spectrum tending towards the fI/III turn type. In contrast the
peptide corresponding to the non-repetitive domain was
predominantly a-helical, and conformationally stable to heating
and cooling [81]. These results indicate that the two domains
adopt different conformations. Whereas the N-terminal domain
may adopt a rod-like conformation similar to C hordein, the C-
terminal domain is probably compact and globular. This is
consistent with the results of Popineau & Pineau [721, who
showed that the whole y-gliadin was more compact than the S-
poor w-gliadin, but less compact than the S-rich a-type gliadins
(see below).

y-type
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12 125 2

1- I REPEATS I
I I I . . I.
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tig. 5. Schematic comparison of the structures of typical S-rich prolamins
Short unique N-terminal sequences are present in all except B1
hordein. The positions of cysteine residues are shown by SH. The
poly-Gln regions in the a-type gliadin are shaded (based on sequences
in [88], [93], [111] and [112]).
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Preliminary c.d. studies of y-secalins and y-type hordeins of
barley indicate that they have similar conformations to the y-
type gliadins [58].

The a-type S-rich prolamins
These are monomeric, and are present only in wheat and in

closely related species of Triticum and Aegilops [83], not in rye or
barley. Although they have a similar structural organization to
the y-gliadins (Fig. 5), the repetitive domain is less conserved,
consisting of interspersed repeats based on two consensus motifs:
Pro-Gln-Pro-Gln-Pro-Phe-Pro, and Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Tyr. In
addition, the C-terminal domain contains two regions which are
rich in glutamine, which are called poly-Gln regions (see Fig. 5).
One subgroup of a-gliadins, called A gliadin, has been studied

in detail by Kasarda and his co-workers in Albany, California.
These have the unusual property of aggregating under certain
conditions of pH (- 5) and ionic strength (5 mM-KCl) to form
fibrils of diameter up to 8 nm and 300-400 nm in length [84,85].
These fibrils dissociate to individual globular protein subunits
when the pH and/or ionic strength are reduced. C.d. and o.r.d.
studies of the dissociated subunits at pH 5 indicated 33-34% a-
helical structure, and this remained constant when 5 mm salt was
added to promote fibril formation [86]. Hydrodynamic studies of
the protein (1 mM-acetic acid/lO mM-NaCl, pH 4) indicated a
compact globular molecule of axial ratio 3.4:1 [87].

I.r. and c.d. studies of peptides prepared from A-gliadin
indicated that the N-terminal domain contained predominantly
fl-turns with lower contents of,-structure, a-helix and unordered
structure [71]. Peptides corresponding to the C-terminal domain
showed major absorbances associated with a-helix, with lower
contents of other structural types [71]. Structure prediction
confirms that the N-terminal domains of a-gliadins are rich in f-
turns, but shows that their arrangement is less regular than in the
repetitive domains of the y-type gliadins and in the S-poor C
hordein [49,58]. It therefore appears unlikely that a regular
helical structure would form, which is consistent with their more
compact structure [72].

The aggregated S-rich prolamin
These occur in barley (B hordeins) and wheat ['low molecular

weight' (LMW) subunits of glutenin], but not apparently in rye.
As their name implies, they are present only in polymers stabilized
by interchain disulphide bonds. Although their unique C-terminal
domains are closely related, their repetitive domains are more
variable (Fig. 5).
The aggregated S-rich prolamins of wheat have a short non-

repetitive N-terminal sequence, which may contain a single
cysteine residue, followed by a proline-rich repetitive domain of
interspersed repeats based on two consensus heptapeptide motifs:
Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Pro-Pro-Phe-Ser and Gln-Gln-Gln-Gln-Pro-
Val-Leu [78,79,88,89] (Fig. 5). Their c.d. spectra are similar to
those of a-type and y-type gliadins, showing a-helical contents of
about 350% [82,90]. Structure prediction indicates that the a-
helix is mainly located in the C-terminal domain, while the N-
terminal domain contains fl-turns, although those are less abun-
dant than in the corresponding domains of other S-rich prolamins
[58].
The B hordeins have been studied in detail at the molecular

and genetic levels, and provide an excellent illustration of an
aspect of the S-rich prolamins which we have not yet considered:
their high degree of polymorphism (Fig. 6). Two-dimensional
analyses (Fig. 6a) of B hordein fractions from a range of
genotypes showed variation in the numbers, Mr values and pl
values of B hordein components, and CNBr peptide mapping of
the major components eluted from the gels showed three types of
pattern [91]. Subsequent studies showed that these corresponded
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Fig. 6. Polymorphism of B hordeins of barley

(a) Two-dimensional analyses of B hordein fractions from six
cultivars and lines of barley: a, cv. Sundance; b, cv. Athos; c, cv.
Keg; d, cv. Jupiter; e, cv. Carlsberg II; f, Ris0 mutant 56. The
brackets in a indicate the Bi and B3 bands discussed in the text.
Although the major proteins present in a-f are B hordeins, some of
the minor components are y-type hordeins. Ris0 56 (f) is a y-ray-
induced mutant line derived from Carlsberg II (e). A chromosome
mutation has resulted in the loss of all the genes that encode B
hordeins, and all the proteins present in the gel separation are y-type
hordeins (see [76] and [1 13]). The corresponding proteins in the wild-
type parent line Carlsberg II are indicated by arrows in e. (Taken
from [114].) (b) Amino acid sequences of individual B hordeins,
showing the molecular basis for the polymorphism shown in (a). a
and b are complete amino acid sequences of two hordeins of the B1
family, deduced from the nucleotide sequences of cloned genes from
cultivars Carlsberg II and Sundance respectively. c and d are partial
amino acid sequences of proteins of the B1 and B3 subfamilies
respectively, deduced from cDNAs from cv. Sundance. The asterisks
indicate the N-terminal residues- of the incomplete sequences. The
junction between the N-terminal (1) and C-terminal (2) domains is
shown by the large arrow. The individual proteins differ in amino
acid substitutions and in insertion/deletions varying in size from 1
to 23 residues. In addition the B3 type protein (d) differs from the Bl
types (a-c) in the organization of the N-terminal region. Cysteine
residues are conserved (indicated by small solid arrows) with the
exception of an additional cysteine in the N-terminal domain of
sequence c (small broken arrow). (Based on [65], [93], [94] and
[114].)
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to the products of two subfamilies of cDNAs (and genes), with
one of the subfamilies giving two types of peptide map in
different genotypes [92]. These correspond to the Bi and B3
hordein bands present in SDS/PAGE separations of hordein
fractions from the cultivar Sundance (Fig. 6a, part a), and are
usually referred to as Bl and B3 types.
Comparison of the amino acid sequences of individual B

hordeins [65,93,94] shows the molecular basis for this
polymorphism (Fig. 6b). The individual B1-type hordeins differ
in amino acid substitutions and small insertions/deletions, while
the B3 hordein differs additionally in the organization of the
repetitive domain. It is also possible to recognize some regions
that are conserved, particularly around the cysteine residues. BI
hordein does not have a unique N-terminal sequence, and the
repetitive domain consists of a mixture of penta-, hexa-, hepta-
and octapeptides, all based on the consensus pentapeptide motif
Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Xaa [93] (Figs. 5 and 6b). Preliminary c.d.
studies and structural predictions indicate that the repetitive and
non-repetitive domains have similar conformations to those in
the aggregated S-rich prolamins of wheat, but with a higher
content of fl-turns due to the presence ofmore regularly repeated
sequences [58,82].

S-Rich prolamins: a summary
The different types of S-rich prolamins have a number of

characteristics in common. All have a clear domain structure,
and appear to be compactly folded molecules. In addition they
are unusually stable to thermal denaturation, which is probably
due in part to intrachain disulphide bonds [70,81,90]. The proline-
rich repetitive domains are rich in fl-turns, their regularity
dependent on the degree of conservation of the repeat motifs. In
the y-gliadin the repeat motifs are highly conserved and the turns
may be sufficiently regular to form a loose spiral structure similar
to that described for the S-poor prolamins. y-Gliadins have
indeed been reported to have a higher hydrodynamic volume
than other gliadins [72] which supports the hypothesis of an
extended structure for the domain. In contrast, the repetitive
domains of the a-type gliadins and aggregated S-rich prolamins
ofwheat are based on interspersed repeats oftwo poorly conserved
motifs and the predicted fl-turns are distributed irregularly, and
interspersed with other structures. Further studies are required
to understand the detailed structures of this complex group of
prolamins.

from 20 to 35 residues, and are called A, B and C in Fig. 7(a).
They also contain most of the cysteine residues. They are flanked
and separated by more-variable regions, which are homologous
within but not always between the different families of S-rich
prolamins. Regions A, B and C are also related to each other,
indicating that they may have arisen from an ancient triplication
of a single domain consisting of about 30 residues.

Sequences related to regions A, B and C are also present in the
HMW prolamins, but in this case regions A and B are in the non-
repetitive N-terminal domain and region C in the C-terminal
domain (Figs. 7a and 8). In addition, the short unique sequence
of six residues at the C-terminus of C hordein shows weak
homology with region C (Fig. 7a).
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(b)
EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS OF THE S-RICH,
S-POOR AND HMW PROLAMINS

Comparison of the amino acid sequences of the prolamins of
the Triticeae shows that all are structurally related [32,33] (Figs.
7a and 8).
The proline-rich repetitive domains of the S-rich prolamins all

contain motifs based on the Pro-Gln-Gln-Xaa tetrapeptide: Pro-
Gln-Gln-Pro-Phe-Pro-Gln (y-gliadins and y-secalins), Pro-Gln-
Gln-Pro-Phe-Pro-Gln-Gln (y-hordeins), Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Tyr
(a-gliadins), Pro-Gln-Gln-Gln-Pro-Pro-Phe-Ser (aggregated S-
rich prolamins of wheat) and Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Xaa(Xaa)(Xaa)
(BI hordein). These are all related, to varying extents, to the Pro-
Gln-Gln-Pro-Tyr and Pro-Gln-Gln-Pro-Phe-Pro-Gln-Gln repeat
motifs present in the S-poor C hordein. The logical conclusion is
that these domains have a common evolutionary origin. In
contrast, the three repeat motifs present in the HMW prolamins
ofwheat (Gly-Tyr-Tyr-Pro-Thr-Ser-Pro/Leu-Gln-Gln, Pro-Gly-
Gln-Gly-Gln-Gln and Gly-Gly-Gln) are not related to those
present in the S-rich and S-poor groups.
The non-repetitive C-terminal domains of the S-rich prolamins

contain three conserved regions [32,33]. These vary in length

30
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protein

Repeated
sequences
in S-rich and
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and in y-zein
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Fig. 7. (a) Homologous regions in prolamins and other seed proteins, and
(b) hypothetical events in the evolution of prolamins and related
proteins from a common ancestral protein

In (a) the putative signal sequence of the sunflower albumin (labelled
S) is shown because the processing pattern of this protein is still
uncertain. (Based on amino acid sequences in [25], [27], [44], [95],
[101], [105], [110] and [III]).
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It was proposed on the basis of these comparisons that all
three groups of prolamins evolved from a short ancestral protein
of about 90 residues and consisting of regions A, B and C. The
major events in the HMW and S-rich prolamins have been the
insertion of sequences between and flanking these regions,
notably extensive repeated sequences between regions B and C in
the HMW prolamins, and of unrelated repeated sequences at the
N-terminal end of region A in the S-rich group. Finally, the S-
poor prolamins such as C hordein are proposed to have evolved
from the S-rich by further amplification of the repeated sequences
followed by deletion of all of the non-repetitive domain except a
vestige of region C.

RELATIONSHIPS OF THE PROLAMINS OF THE
TRITICEAE TO OTHER SEED PROTEINS

Regions related to A, B and C are also present in three other
groups of seed proteins. The positions of these regions within the
proteins are shown in Fig. 7(a), and their sequences compared in
detail in Fig. 8.

p- and y-zeins of maize
The Mr-15000 8-zeins do not contain repeated sequences but

the methionine-rich region discussed above is located between

regions B and C (see Fig. 7a). In the Mr-28000 y-zein the
repetitive domain is at the N-terminal end of region A, but is
separated from it by a further sequence of about 40 residues
which includes the Pro-Xaa region (Fig. 7a). The cysteine-rich
region recognized by Prat et al. [26] includes parts of regions A
and B, and the sequence between them.

Inhibitors of hydrolytic enzymes
These are a group of inhibitors of serine proteases and a-

amylase, at least some of which are bifunctional. They are
present in the mature seeds of several species of cereals, including
barley [95], wheat [96], rye [97], maize [98] and finger millet [99].
They consist of about 120 residues, and correspond essentially to
regions A, B, and C with only limited regions of inserted
sequences.

2 S storage proteins
The seeds ofmany plants contain storage albumins or globulins

with s20 values of about 2 S. At least some of these are related
structurally to the prolamins. In oilseed rape [100], castor bean
[101], Arabidopsis [102], brazil nut [103] and lupin [104] these
have similar structures, the mature proteins consisting of two
subunits associated by interchain disulphide bond(s). The small
subunits at about 25-40 residues contain region A, and the large
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Prolamin storage proteins of cereal seeds

subunits of about 70-80 residues regions B and C (Fig. 6a).
Isolation of genomic and cDNA clones shows that the two
subunits are synthesized as a single precursor, followed by
proteolytic cleavage in a linker region between regions A and B.

Regions corresponding to A, B and C are also present in a
different type of storage albumin from sunflower [105]. Although
cloned cDNAs encode a protein containing two regions related
to B and C and one region related to A, the mature protein
appears to correspond to the last 130 residues, and therefore only
contains one copy each of regions B and C. The reason for this
unusual processing pattern and the fate of the N-terminal part of
the protein are not known.
On the basis of these comparisons Kreis and co-workers

[32,33,92,106] proposed that the prolamins of the Triticeae and
the three groups of proteins discussed above formed a protein
superfamily with limited sequence homology, as defined by
Dayhoff [107]. The major events in the evolution and divergence
of these groups are summarized in Fig. 6(b). Aspects of
prolamin evolution are also discussed in more detail in a recent
review article [106].

CONCLUSIONS: REDEFINING PROLAMINS

We now know that the cereal prolamins are not all related to
each other, but that most are related to a range of other seed
proteins. Nevertheless, it is still possible to define them as a
group on the basis of one property: their insolubility in the native
state in water or dilute salt solutions. With one exception, all of
the reduced subunits of polymeric prolamins are also insoluble in
these solvents but, like the native monomeric subunits, are
soluble in alcohol/water mixtures. These properties may result
from the presence of repeated sequences (in a-zeins and the
prolamins of the Triticeae) or methionine-rich regions (in ,- and
y-zeins). The exception is the 8-zeins which are water-soluble as
reduced subunits but, like the /J-zeins, y-zeins and many S-rich
and HMW prolamins, form alcohol-insoluble and water-
insoluble polymers stabilized by interchain disulphide bonds.
Insolubility under physiological conditions is probably essential
for effective packaging of the protein into protein bodies in the
developing cereal endosperm, and the associated solubility in
alcohol/water mixtures may be a fortuitous consequence of the
mechanism adopted by the plant. Their characteristic amino acid
compositions, including the high contents of proline, glutamine
and, in certain types, methionine, aromatic amino acids and
glycine, are also consequences of the structural mechanisms that
ensure the correct solubility properties. We can, therefore,
redefine prolamins on the basis of currently available evidence as
' storage proteins that are deposited in developing endosperms of
cereals, are rich in glutamine and proline, and are insoluble in the
native state in water or dilute solutions of salts'.

We are indebted to our colleagues and co-workers who have
contributed to the work discussed here, especially to Dr. Martin Kreis
who carried out much of the work on the evolutionary relationships of
cereal seed proteins, and to Dr. J. M. Field [ICI Seeds (UK) Ltd.] who
supplied Fig. 3(a). We are also grateful to Mrs Linda Castle for preparing
the figures.
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